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Promoting Dahlia Growing Since 1955

Vancouver Dahlia Society

The VDS meets on the 3rd Wednesday of every month, except November, December 
 January and February in the Floral Hall at VanDusen Botanical Gardens at 7:30 pm.

Next Meetings: May 16 and June 20
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Peter Krueger

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

I have been thinking a lot about garden dahlias recently. I know, I know. You are thinking: "What does someone who is as 
keen about show dahlias as I am, want with garden dahlias". Let me explain.

First, we need to define garden dahlias. These are dahlias that do not fit any form description. They are grown primarily for 
their beauty, are generally more floriferous and have vigorous tubers. They are most often sold by local nurseries and are 
brought in from overseas, probably Holland. They are sold as pot tubers: mini clusters of tubers that have formed as a 
result of taking cuttings. These are generally disease free and therefore easier to ship across international borders.

Within the American Dahlia Society, we have had a champion of garden dahlias by the name of Steve Nowotarski. He 
promoted dahlias that were floriferous, beautiful to look  at, low growing and suitable for containers. He recently passed 
away. There is no longer a champion for garden dahlias within the ADS but there has recently been some chatter within 
the ADS bulletin about garden dahlias where none other than Roger Walker, a long time senior judge and contributing 
editor to Dahlias of Today, a yearly publication of the most recent dahlia introductions, confesses to his little guilty pleasure 
of growing a few garden dahlias.

There are two reasons why I want to address this subject now. One is that garden dahlias are often used for arrangements 
at shows where the standard of form perfection is lower. The other is that we have members in the club who, however 
keen they are to support the annual show, prefer to grow dahlias only for their own enjoyment and not for competition. 
Also, I cannot get rid of this nagging question in my mind: "Could we attract more people to our meetings if we 
occasionally highlighted garden dahlias." Over to you....

In the next general meeting, we will be hearing from a representative of Rootshoot. They promote healthy soil through 
organic means. Check out their website at Rootshoot Vancouver. In the June general meeting, we will be hearing from 
Colin Walker. He is the son of Roger Walker and has grown up with dahlias. He is an avid hybridizer of open centered 
dahlias and has introduced many blooms under the "Kelsey" prefix. He is also working on miniature collarettes that he 
hopes to have recognized as a separate form soon. He is a prolific photographer and is a major contributor to Dahlias of 
Today. We have invited the Fraser Valley Dahlia Society and the Watcom County Dahlia Society to join us for this evening.

Lots of exciting things coming our way. Enjoy planting out your dahlias.
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Welcome New Members:

MAY MEETING AGENDA

JUNE MEETING AGENDA

Please support our Guest Speakers by attending these meetings.

Everyone looks forward to the door prizes that we award each month at the end of the general 
meeting. Door prizes do not have to be new, they can be just about anything - cuttings from 
your garden, extra produce, a “re-gift” or homemade treasures. Names are randomly picked 
from those who have signed in at the beginning of the meeting and each person chooses their 
door prize in order of winning. Everyone appreciates contributions to the door prizes. Please 
bring in anything that you would like to share with the club.

Eric Hamel 
Anne Kenny, Sandra Waterfield 
Diane Howard
Laurie Cassie 
Mae Jang 
Karen Stotsky 
Sally Hocking 
Paula Sancaster 
Christina MacNeil 
Kate Freeman, Pax Lyle 
Jim Peerless 
Stephen Hall 
Nicholas Lee, Patricia Lee

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

July 21
Federation Summer Workshop
Bellevue , WA
Note New Location:
Cross of Christ Lutheran Church
411 - 156th Ave. NE, Bellevue

July 28
Judges Training
Burlington, WA

September 1 & 2
Vancouver Dahlia Society
Annual Dahlia Show

September 8 & 9
Whatcom County Dahlia Society
Annual Dahlia Show

September  15 & 16
Fraser Valley Dahlia Society
Annual Show

Our guest speaker will be from Rootshoot. Did you know there’s
a lot more to soil than we ever imagined? Come and find out more.

Our June guest speaker will be Colin Walker. He is well known in
the Federation of Northwest Dahlia Growers. He is the hybridizer of
the “Kelsey” originations. He is an avid photographer. His photos are
published in the Dahlias of Today. 

DOOR PRIZES

We are in need of someone to make coffee and to put out the 
refreshments at our general meetings. It should be someone who 
can get to the hall by 7:00. As of now this person would not have 
to worry about any other food services. If we can’t find someone
to step up we will have to discontinue having coffee at our 
meetings.

COFFEE’S ON or IS IT?

The Facebook and Instagram accounts have been set up. If anyone 
has good Dahlia photos with names please forward them to me at
vancouverdahliasociety@gmail.com 
Hopefully we can start attracting some followers to each of the 
accounts. Both the Facebook and Instagram accounts can be found 
under VancouverDahliaSociety or accessed at our website 
vancouverdahliasociety.com on our homepage
                                                                                                                                                 
Susie Sziklai

CHECK US OUT ON FACEBOOK AND INSTRAGRAM!
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On May 5th, Carole, Norm and myself attended the 28th Annual Rhododenrum Festival in Burnaby.
Here we had a booth at which we sold the donated tubers from our annual sale. We are pleased to 
report we brought in an additional $458.00 to add to our total tuber sales.
We would like to thank all those who donated tubers this year. We should be now in good financial 
shape to put on our annual dahlia show.

Also we made $450.00 at our Tuber Auction at our April meeting. Thank you Carole Rollie for rounding
up some new and hard to find tubers. Also thank you to Paul Bloomquist and the other growers who
contributed to our auction. I’m looking forward to seeing some of these on our show bench this year.

                                                                                                                              Tina McNabb     

                                     TUBER SALE RESULTS FOR 2018  

YEAR    GROSS SALES           CLUB PORTION 

2018                  $10,327.00      $5,138.00 

2017                   $12,440.00                $6,376.00     

2016                  $10,754.00                 $5,439.95  

2015                  $11,085.00                 $5,678.50  

CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS 

2018      76 TRANSACTIONS - NET SALES - $ 4,767.15 

2017      102 TRANSACTIONS - NET SALES - $5,574.27  

2016      58 TRANSACTIONS - NET SALES – $2,478.95  

2015      25 TRANSACTIONS - NET SALES  -  $1,144.71  

We would like to thank everyone involved in sale for all of their hard work, especially the 

sellers without you there would not be a sale.  We also would like to say a special 

thanks to Ed Thompson from the Whatcom County Dahlia Club who brought the cash 

registers and stayed and helped us.   

 Your Tuber Sale Chairpersons  

    Carole Rollie, Norm Sharp & Tina McNabb  

We would like to thank everyone involved in the sale for all their hard work, especially the
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                                         FERTILIZER IS DEEPER THAN N-P-K

We are all aware of the importance of a good fertilizer for plants, gardens, and lawns. Just as with animals and humans, 
plants have to have proper “nutrition” if they are to be at their best. And most people are aware of the “N–P–K” numbers 
printed on all fertilizer bags.  These, in order of printing, represent the nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium (sometimes 
referred to as potash) percentages contained in that particular fertilizer.

For instance, 10–10-10 fertilizer is 10% nitrogen, 10% phosphorus, and 10% potassium. And, on the same subject, 100 
pounds of  10-10-10 is exactly the same as 200 pounds of 5-5-5! No difference.

Let’s briefly review what the numbers stand for, and the importance of each element.

NITROGEN: is the first, and to some degree the major nutrient for strong, vigorous growth, dark green leaf colour, and 
photosynthesis.  Plants that are almost all leaf, such as lawn grasses, wheat, oats, small grain crops, and golf course grasses 
need plenty of nitrogen. The first number in fertilizers (N) for these crops and others should be especially high, especially for 
grass since it must continually renew itself due to being mowed often.

When buying fertilizers for grasses, look for an analysis that starts with a very high “First number” in the N – P – K numbers. 
30 – 0 – 0 is often used, but any combination with a high “first number” can be used.

Dahlias require nitrogen after planting to help establish the new plants. Once the plant is established too much nitrogen will 
give you too much foliage. Now is the time to concentrate on the blooms. That’s where phosphorous comes in.

PHOSPHOROUS: is used by plants largely for root growth and development which leads to more tuber production. Flowers 
that are well fed with phosphorus will have more blooms with better colour, and fruits ripen better and faster. Phosphorus is 
important to flower bulbs, as well as to perennials and recently established trees and shrubs.  Since trees and shrubs do not 
need as much nitrogen as grasses and leafy vegetable crops, a small first number and a larger second number is often seen 
in fertilizers intended for these plants, shrubs, and bushes.

POTASSIUM: is a general nutrient for all plants, improving the overall health and strength of the plant. It improves the plant’s 
ability to withstand temperature extremes, and to a lesser degree, stress from drought. Potassium also helps plants resist 
diseases.

Because most soils have some available potassium, the third number is sometimes smaller than the first two.  However, it is 
important to note that if the soil does not have available potassium, as some don’t…a smaller third number may not be 
desirable.

Dahlias benefit from an application of 0-0-50 in early August. A broadcast by hand around each plant will promote good tuber 
production and aid in the storage of tubers over the winter.

We have now covered primary elements that plants require for healthy growth.  However, do not make the mistake of thinking 
the other elements needed are to be taken for granted.  Au contraire! The so-called “trace elements” can have a far more 
exaggerated effect on plant growth than just “a trace effect.”

There are fertilizers out there that contain all of the elements — primary, secondary, and trace — needed for your garden or 
lawn. Don’t plant a garden just using a fertilizer that has only the “Big 3” numbers of N-P-K on the label. Instead, use fertilizers 
that have all of the nutrients. 
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Article taken in part from Epic Gardening.
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                    Tickets will be on sale at each meeting only until 7:25 PM. Meeting starts at 7:30 PM.  

                   Please come early enough to purchase your tickets before the start of the meeting.  

The 50/50 DRAW 

Tickets are still 1 for a Looney - 3 for a Tooney and 10 for $5.00

To promote sturdier, bushier plants with better blooms it is re-

commended to pinch out the center growth of the plant. This 

topping will force the plant to send out branches from the axil 

of the first sets of leaves. If you do not top your plant you could 

end up with only one bloom and a long wait for a second flush 

of flowers. Dwarf dahlias do not require topping.

WHEN TO TOP?

For giant and large varieties pinch out at 2 or 3 sets of leaves.

For medium size blooms pinch out at 3 to 4 sets of leaves.

Small size blooms and most other types at 5 or 6 sets of leaves.

If by the time 5 or 6  sets of leaves occur and you find a flower 

bud there, pinch it out, this bloom will be very inferior.

 

TOPPING OR PINCHING

When you are out topping your dahlias examine the health of the plant. If you notice anything unusual 

it may be a virus. If the plant is stunted and the leaves are gnarled pull it up and discard it in the garbage, 

not in your compost. Other viruses can be detected by markings or patterns which show up on the leaves 

which are often off green or yellow. If it’s questionable get rid of it.

For more on dahlia viruses and a whole wealth of other information, go to the American Dahlia Society’s

website at 

Other information you can find on the American Dahlia Society website:

The Dahlia University - A learning tool for all aspects of dahlia culture

The Classification Guide

Growing dahlias for cut flowers

Low growing and container dahlias

 

www.dahlia.org

http://www.dahlia.org
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REFRESHMENT REMINDER

Please bring your own mug to cut cost of purchasing foam cups and to be environmentally friendly.

May Meeting

Sandwiches: Pat Ianson

Sweets: Rada Davy

Fruit/Veggies: Norm Sharp

June Meeting             

Sandwiches: Need a Volunteer 

Sweets: Jennifer Zuk

Fruit/Veggies:Susan Birchmore 

If there’s anything you would like see at a meeting, any ideas or comments you would like to put forth 
or something you would like to put in the bulletin, please don’t hesitate to contact us at the above 
email address. We are hear to listen.

Please sign up
at the May
Meeting.

2 People for 
Sandwiches 

& Sweets

Questions? If you need to contact anyone on the executive, feel free to get 

in touch with us at:

Email: vancouverdahliasociety@gmail.com

 

President                         Peter Krueger 
Secretary                 Ann Field 
Treasurers                 Donna Quinn / Jack Duncan 

Past President          Norm Sharp 
Directors 

                                Daniel Ng 
                                Wally Kurth 
                                Carole Rollie 
                                Susie Sziklai 
                                Richard Zuk 
                                Tina McNabb 

Publicity                         Evelyn Crawford 
Food Services                 To Be Determined 
Awards                         Robin Blackmore 
Bulletin Editor                 Tina McNabb 
Membership                 Betty Girard 
Facebook & Instagram Susie Sziklai 
Webmaster                 Jack Duncan

VDS EXECUTIVE
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